
                                            MoM for the pre-bid meeting held on 12th Feb ,2018 

              Venue: BEE, Conference hall at 3:00 pm 

 

The pre-bid meeting was chaired by Ms. Vineeta kanwal (Joint Director) for the pre-bid meeting for RfP 

for up-gradation & development work of D-CRM & PATNet and consultancy services. Sh. Vishal Mehta 

(Project Engineer) retreated all the points in the ToR to the participants.  He also explained all the major 

requirements from the agency who will work on the project. 

 

 

The list of the participants is attached at Annex 1. 

 

Following are major points being discussed during the meeting. 

1. It was discussed that new formats and no of reports needs to be developed in the PATNet and 

D-CRM. It was then explained to the bidders that in PATNet there are no such reports needs to 

be developed but in D-CRM there are requirements of few reports. It was also intimated that no 

of reports in D-CRM is limited, its not the case that number of reports are infinite.  

2. It was being conveyed to all the participants that we will not compromise in terms of the 

experience of the officials as per our requirements of 7 team members.  . 

3. One of the participant is from Positive Edge who has worked on the PATNet and D-CRM in 

201213. They have mentioned that currently they are having 150 officials having D-CRM 

experience on board.  

4. The queries related to the digital signature deployment, automated linkage between the PATNet 

& D-CRM and shifting of the current applications from CDAC to e-cloud. Positive suggested that 

all these requirements are easily feasible. They are having the experience for the same.  

5. It was told by the participants that there is no need to buy the new licenses for the D-CRM. The 

need is to up-grade the expired service agreement with the Microsoft and BEE can upgrade it 

directly. 

                                                                                

                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                      Annex 1 

 

Sl. 
No. 

Name Organization/designation E-mail id 

1. Dr. Ashok Kumar BEE kumara@beenet.in 

2. Smt. Vineeta 
Kanwal 

BEE vkanwal@beenet.in 

3. Sh. Vishal mehta BEE vmehta@beenet.in 

4. Sh. Satish Bindu  Positive edge satishb@positiveedge.net 

5. Sh. Makarand joshi Positive edge makarandj@positiveedge.net 

6. Sh. Ankit Panwar Veloci’s System P Ltd Ankit.panwar@velocis.co.in 

7. Sh. Reena Kori Idam Infra Advisory reena.kori@idaminfra.com 

8. Sh. Dharmendra 
Tripa 

ADG online solution dharmendra@adgonline.in 
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